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Abstract

When a large number of people gather in a single area, it could lead to a mass stampede

which could result in major injuries and deaths. It is important to measure the number of

people in a gathering therefore pre-security measures can be taken to avoid such

stampedes from rising. High beam cameras or drones can be used to capture images in a

large crowded area without any further human involvement. In the present, most of the

crowd counting techniques use face and head detection on finding humans in a provided

image. One major disadvantage of these approaches is occlusion occurring if objects are

near in the images.

The goal of this thesis is to perform a bounding box regression algorithm on top of a

convolutional neural network based model to detect and count the crowd for a provided

input image.

The convolutional neural network is trained for head detection and the bounding box

algorithm is used to draw bounding boxes on the areas which are detected by the network

as heads. Box count is taken as the crowd count. The count is validated against the

ground truth count provided by the testing dataset in Classification Accuracy and Mean

Approximation Error. The model is implemented using Keras framework, an open source

machine library in python.

The solution is trained using the dataset “Crowd Detection Model” and has shown a mean

approximation error of 0.35 and a classification accuracy of 0.65.

Keywords - Convolutional Neural Network, Bounding Box, Non Max Suppression,

Classification Accuracy, Mean Approximation Error.
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Introduction

At present, crowd gatherings occur frequently due to many events such as Sports, Strikes, Events

organized by organizations such as walks and political meetings and religious events. Often,

these gatherings cause tragic incidents such as stampedes which may result in severe injuries for

the people and even loss of precious human lives.

Due to rapid increase of the population, in recent years, there were reports filed on losing lives

due to stampedes occuring in a sudden gathering of a large amount of people in a limited urban

area. During the recent past, there were multiple stampedes happening throughout the world.

There were reports of multiple stampedes in Mecca, Saudi Arabia due to a large number of

worshippers gathering suddenly for Hajj pilgrimage. Mina Stampede occurred in Mecca 2015

(“AP count,” 2015) considered to be a major stampede occurred due a crane collapse which

resulted in over 2400 deaths.

Vaishno Devi Stampede (“Vaishno Devi Stampede,” n.d.) occurred in Jammu and Kashmir, India

due to a massive crowd gathering in a hindu temple on celebrating new year which resulted in 12

deaths.Astroworld Stampede (“Astroworld Festival crowd crush,” n.d.) occurred in the United States

during a musical festival which resulted in 10 deaths.Meron Stampede (New York Times, n.d.)

occurred in Israel at the annual Meron pilgrimage which resulted in 45 deaths. Dar Es Salaam

Stampede (“Dar es Salaam Stampede,” n.d.) occurred in Tanzania in a local stadium which resulted

in 45 deaths. Kanjuruhan stadium disaster (Ratcliffe et al., 2022) occurred in Java, Indonesia in

Kanjuruhan stadium where 131 people died and 300 got injured during a fight between

supporters. Seoul halloween crowd crush (Kim and Kuhn, 2022) occurred in Seoul, South Korea

on 29th October 2022 where more than 156 people died and more than 152 people were injured

during a sudden crowd gathering in a halloween festival. Maligawatta Stampede (“3 dead and 9

injured in a stampede in Maligawatta; 6 arrested,” n.d.) occurred in Maligawatta, Sri Lanka due to an

unforeseen gathering of crowd during a religious event which resulted in 3 deaths.
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1.1 Problem Statement

Early crowd counting methods predominantly consist of detection (Mousas, 2017) and regression

based (Dalal and Triggs, 2005) methods while the images used were supposed to be normal

camera images. In present low cost drones with high quality cameras as well as low cost high

beam cameras are popular throughout the community. These drones provide the capacity to

capture high quality dense images. Most of the current detection based methods use face

recognition as the primary technique to get the count. Since the drone images do not contain a

clear face of a human these techniques are shown to be having limitations on drone related

images. Drone images may contain images of crowds with other items. Regression based

methods are shown to be having limitations on these types of images. In order to overcome these

identified limitations, cluster based methods (Brostow, n.d.) were introduced. Cluster based

methods are revealed to be having limitations on providing accurate count for drone related

images since those methods ignore camouflaged images. Institution of Convolutional Neural

Network related solutions occurred to provide solutions to discrete determined limitations.

1.2 Aim and Objectives

1.2.1 Aim

Crowd counting is the technique to estimate the number of people of a given image by extracting

the features of the image. Crowd counting is used in many applications such as resource

management, traffic control, security and disaster management. Currently, several research has

been conducted in this area on using crowd counting methods to get the count and the density of

the people using images of many sources such as street camera images and videos therefore,

necessary security measurement could be made to avoid or reduce the number of damages if a

threat is found in such a situation.

Currently, Drones or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles with high quality cameras are widely used to

capture images in areas where it is hard to be performed by a human. Main aim is to develop a

machine learning algorithm to count the crowd of a given image taken by a drone in a higher

density crowd, therefore security measures can be taken to prevent incidents like stampedes from

happening. Following objectives are identified to satisfy the identified aim.
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1.2.2 Objectives

In order to achieve the desired aim, following objectives have been identified.

● Conduct a systematic literature Review on the current machine learning based crowd

counting approaches.

● Identify datasets related to crowd counting.

● Identify the most suitable approach to implement the proposed solution by analyzing the

data sets.

● Investigate and select the current designs to figure the most suitable technology to

develop the proposed solution.

● Develop the proposing solution using the selected design.

● Verify the developed solution using the training dataset.

● Use cross validations to generalize the solution using the identified testing dataset.

1.3 Scope

This thesis aims to build a crowd counting model which has the ability to estimate the count of

the crowd of a provided image. In order to achieve this, following activities are identified as

itemized research activities of the pre identified objectives.

Since the proposed solution is based on using aerial related images, the first primary scope

activity is to discover image datasets which are similar to aerial images with a ground truth count

value. Investigate the current available technologies to figure out suitable technologies to

implement the proposed solution. Observe a proper pre defined convolutional neural network

implementation to use as the model in the proposed solution. Observe computer vision based

libraries on extracting coordinates of the objects of the provided input images. Implementation of

the bounding box algorithm to estimate the count of the crowd in the input image.Evaluation of

the estimated count with the ground truth provided in the dataset. Grouping the crowd while

counting and getting the count of each group is considered out of scope.
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1.4 Thesis Structure

Chapter 2 of this thesis report provides a detailed literature review of the current crowd counting

techniques and recently provided crowd counting solutions with identified limitations for the

introduced problem.

Chapter 3 of this thesis describes the methodology of the proposed solution in detail with charts

and the selected data sets.

Chapter 4 of this thesis describes the evolution of the proposed solution.

Chapter 5 of this thesis describes the conclusion and future work.
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2 Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

Object detection is the process of detecting objects using selected features of a provided image.

Object detection is the main concept used in crowd counting techniques for detection of human

objects in a provided image. This chapter contains summarized background knowledge on the

solutions based on the current crowd counting techniques. This section contains a comparison of

the current crowd counting techniques based on their performance. Since this thesis contains

estimating count using head detection, it contains more details on detection bases techniques.

2.2 Literature Review on Current Techniques

Traditionally, crowd counting is conducted by assigning a set of people to manually count the

number of people of a given image. Limitations include consuming a large amount of time when

the provided number of images are high etc have been identified. With the rise of computer

science this process can be conducted using machine learning. At present, there are specific

techniques identified in machine learning on crowd counting. Figure 1 contains the summarized

taxonomy of the current available techniques on crowd counting.

Figure 1. Taxonomy of Crowd counting techniques.
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Detection Based - Crowd counting by detection can be defined as a method to compute the

abstraction of image information and local decisions at every point to know about features of a

particular type at that point (Mousas, 2017). In Detection Based crowd counting, the target crowd

is counted by detecting each person in the image. To detect humans, head-shoulder detection is

used. To perform head-shoulder detection a head detector in a sliding window is used on the

image. The count of targets in an image are automatically given as a byproduct of detection

results. However to improve head-shoulder detection accuracy people should be separated in the

given images. Therefore this method has limitations on counting images with a higher crowd

densities.

Regression Based - The Regression Based crowd counting was introduced to overcome the

limitations of the Detection based approach (Lian et al., 2019). This approach learns a mapping

of the images to a scalar value of count using their global or local features. The global features

include the texture, edge, and gradient features, and the local features include Scale-Invariant

Feature Transform (SIFT), Local Binary Patterns (LBPs), Histograms of Oriented Gradients

(HOGs) and Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrices (GLCMs). These algorithms solve occlusion

and background clutter issues with detection-based approaches.

Density Estimation Based - Density Estimation Based crowd counting preserves both the count

and spatial distribution of the crowd (Tang et al., 2021) . An object density map is created for

each image. In an object density map, the integral over any subregion is the number of objects

within the corresponding region in the image. Density-based methods are generally better at

handling cases where objects are severely occluded by bypassing the hard detection of every

object, while maintaining some spatial information about the crowd. Density estimation based

approach uses the standard features to extract low-level information.

CNN Based - Though detection, regression, clustering, and density-estimation-based

crowd-counting techniques perform well to some extent by using handcrafted features, for

crowd analysis, motion analysis, different types of CNN based approaches are proposed.

Convolutional Neural Network based crowd counting uses a neural network which accepts the

whole image as the parameter and creates an end-to-end regression method to return the count of
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the input image. There are three identified CNN based crowd counting methods, namely,

network based (Alotaibi et al., 2019), image view based  and training approach based.

Cluster Based - In Cluster based crowd counting, clusters are created using features of the

humans of the images (Brostow, n.d.). When creating clusters, it is assumed that visual features

and individual motion fields are uniform.

ML Approach Related Work Accuracy Archived Strengths Limitations

Detection

Based

(Mousas, 2017)

(Shao et al.,

2018)

(Shao et al., 2018)

Have shown a

recall value of 0.9

Works well for

detecting faces.

Suitable for

sparse crowded

images.

Does not provide

Accurate counts

for crowded

images as the

target people are

not clear.

Not suitable for

dense crowd

images

Regression

Based

(“Yao et al. -

Deep Spatial

Regression

Model for

Image Crowd

Coun.pdf,”

n.d.)

(Lian et al.,

2019)

(Lian et al., 2019)

have shown a

mean

approximation

error of 0.08

(“Yao et al. - Deep

Spatial Regression

Model for Image

Crowd Coun.pdf,”

n.d.) have shown a

mean

approximation

Accuracy is high

when working

with different

data in the same

scenario.

Suitable for both

dense and sparse

crowd images.

Inaccurate when

working with

different data in

different

scenarios.
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error of 0.09

Density

Estimation

Based

(Tang et al.,

2021)

(Tang et al., 2021)

have shown a

mean

approximation

error of 0.07

Accuracy is high

as the count is

taken using both

high and low

resolution

density maps.

Suitable for both

dense and sparse

crowd images.

Accuracy will be

lower if the

resolution of the

images

decreases.

CNN Based (Gong and

Bourennane,

2018)

(Alotibi et al.,

2019b)

(Li et al., 2018)

(“Jayaram - I

certify that this

thesis does not

incorporate

wi.pdf,” n.d.)

(Alotibi et al.,

2019b) have

shown a mean

approximation

error of 0.06

Can be used in

general crowd

counting

scenarios with a

decent accuracy.

However

accuracy can be

further improved

by tuning the

layers of the

implemented

method.

Suitable for both

dense and sparse

crowd images.

Occlusion may

occur if objects

are near in the

images.

Cluster Based (Brostow, n.d.) (Khan et al., 2021) Can be used in Ignorance of
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(Khan et al.,

2021)

have shown a

mean

approximation

error of 0.08

motion based

data.

objects if they

are camouflaged.

Ignorance of

parts of objects

which deform or

exhibit sustained

articulations.

Table 1. Comparison of existing crowd counting techniques.

Table 1 contains a comparison of the related work performed using existing crowd counting

techniques with respect to their accuracy, strengths and limitations.

(Lian et al., 2019) points out a regression guided detection method with a density map to count

the crowd using head and non head classification for RGB-D images. One identified limitation of

this approach with using drone images is that the heads of the crowd are visible, therefore feature

extraction will be less accurate.

(Tang et al., 2021) points out a model using a density estimation to count the crowds. This

approach suggests a parallel dilated convolutional model to scale up the input images and a

multiresolution density map to get the count.Some identified limitations of this approach is that

it need a bit large number of variable in the process which need a large amount of memory as

well as resolution of the images should be higher enough passing deepen of the density maps to

get a higher accuracy of count of which drone images may have limitations on performing.

Overview of this solution is provided in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Overview of Tang’s Solution

Shao (Shao et al., 2018) suggests an image annotation approach on detecting crowds in a

provided image. In this approach, face detection is used and bounding boxes are drawn per each

detected head. There are identified limitations as face detection is not guaranteed in aviation

images where the head is considered as the ideal feature to count and the use case of this

proposal is to get a higher accurate count of a dense crowd.

Alotaibi (Alotaibi et al., 2019) suggests a network based CNN deep learning method to count

people of a given place. There are certain limitations identified including occlusion may occur if

objects are near in the images.

Brostow (Brostow, n.d.) suggests a Baysian cluster algorithm to count the crowd. One major

advantage of this approach is that the motion of the objects is considered. There are certain

limitations identified including the ignorance of objects if they are camouflaged in the image and

ignorance of parts of objects which deform or exhibit sustained articulations. Overview of this

solution is provided in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Overview of Brostow’s Solution
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Jayaram (“Jayaram - I certify that this thesis does not incorporate wi.pdf,” n.d.) suggests a linear

regression method run in an artificial neural network to count crowds using head detection.

Authors have used their own generated dataset to evaluate the method. There are certain

limitations identified including the solution is sensible for the background of the input image and

using an artificial neural network is very costly when it comes to computations. Overview of this

solution is provided in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Overview of Manoj Jayaram’s Solution
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2.3 Identification of the Research Gap

A review about previous work related to crowd counting techniques is provided through this

section. However, very little research has been conducted on these identified crowd counting

techniques using aerial related images. This section has revealed that the current crowd counting

techniques have limitations when aerial related images are used as inputs which contain,

ignorance of objects if they are camouflaged, occlusion occurring if objects are near in the

images, inaccurate detection for a dense crowded image.

The main research question analyzed in this thesis is to overcome the revealed limitations on the

current methods reviewed in this chapter when aerial related images are used as input. To answer

this question this thesis suggests a method which contains a combination of a regression method

run on a convolutional neural network based model.
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3. Methodology

3.1 Introduction

The proposed solution illustrated in Figure 5, is to perform a bounding box regression on top of a

trained model based on a convolutional neural network. The proposed solution consists of two

main sections. A VGG-16 based convolutional neural network and a bounding box algorithm.

The proposed solution works as follows. A base prediction is made using the CNN to

classify whether any human objects are present in the input image. Then, the locations of

the objects in the image are taken. If any object matches the base prediction made, the

coordinates of that object are extracted and passed to the bounding box algorithm and

boxes are drawn in these locations. Additionally, a non max suppression is performed to

filter any redundant box drawn.

3.2 Proposed Solution

Figure 5.  Overall model of the proposed solution
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3.2.1 Datasets

Since the motivation is to build a solution to use aerial based images to get the count, relevant

data sets should be used to train and test the proposed solution. Table 2 summarizes the details of

the chosen datasets with their previous usages.

DataSet Description Usages

Crowd Detection Model

(“Crowd Detection Model,”n.d.)

Created by Francisco Mena. has

over 2000 composed of 640*480

pixel RGB images taken from a

publicly accessible webcam.

Contains a csv file which contains

each image labeled with the count

of the crowd. Used this data set as

the ground truth. Includes images

of low density crowds

and high density crowds

Ekaterina Dranitsyna on

her research on crowd

counting using face

detection.

Human Detection Dataset

(“Human Detection Dataset,” n.d.)

Contains more than 921 images

taken from high mountain CCTV

cameras. Includes images under

two categories, images of lower

density crowds and high density

crowds.

Constantine Werner on his

research to count crowds

using face detection

High Density Crowd

(“High Density Crowd,” n.d.)

Over 250 images taken during

several marathons held in the

USA using high beam cameras set

in buildings in the path of the

marathons. Used in the training

Ali and Mubarak Shah in

their thesis (Ali and Shah,

2008), tracking

individuals in high

density crowd scenes.
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process

Table 2. DataSet Selection Summary

3.3 Convolutional Neural Network

Figure 6. Sample drone image

Figure 6 is a sample drone image with a dense crowd. In this image a considerable number of

people are captured. In some areas of the image a large number of people are located which

results in people in those areas being captured close to each other and even merge with others. In

traditional convolutional network based models this is considered to be a known limitation

whereas this limits the accuracy of the count (Ilyas et al., 2020) .
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Figure 7. Structure of the Convolutional Neural Network

VGG-16 model is a pretrained CNN model mainly developed for object detection and

classification with more than 92% accuracy. It contains an input layer, five convolutional layers

and a dense output layer. The VGG-16 model can be customized by changing the input shape

and by adding more layers to the output (Learning, 2021).

Figure 8. VGG-16 Architecture
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The structure of the implemented VGG-16 based Convolutional Neural Network of the proposed

solution is given in Figure 8. The VGG-16 based Convolutional Neural Network consists of 3

main layers. First layer is the input layer, which will take the input images and create a list of

features called the feature map. This feature map will be the input for the next layer. The input

layer will be trained to perform the following tasks. First task is to detect human objects in the

provided image. A provided image may have many objects rather than humans which are not

relevant to this approach. Therefore, the input layer should be trained to detect human objects

from the others. Furthermore, neurons in the input layer should be trained to detect and separate

the merged objects of the images before the processed data is passed to build the feature map.

Then, the detected human objects should be used to extract the feature for the feature map.When

an image is passed to the input layer, the kernel in the layer converts this to a 2D numerical

matrix. This will be used as the input to the hidden layer.

This matrix is passed to the neurons of the hidden layer. These neurons contain another matrix

parameter called pattern filters. These pattern filters contain details on extracting the relevant

features(eg:- head of the human) from the provided matrix.

Inside the neurons the convolutional operation is performed by performing the matrix

multiplication between each pattern filter and each block of equal size as the filter in the

converted image matrix. When the convolutional operation is performed, if the block in the

image matrix is similar or identical to the feature matrix the return value of the operation will be

maximized. Else values will be much lower than the maximum expected. This set of values is

known as a feature map. The neural network will create a feature map for each filter. Since the

main feature used for this solution is the heads, pooling operation can be performed for the

returned feature maps to filter and  pass the maps which are classified as heads.

The output layer returns the prediction executed by the CNN. The original output layer of the

VGG-16 is modified and implemented as an output layer containing four dense layers. The

training dataset is passed to the implemented CNN and the CNN generates a base head detection

and this is retrieved by the bounding box algorithm to estimate the crowd count. This process is
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run multiple times for the training dataset before passing to the bounding box algorithm to train

the machine.

During the training process, coordinates of the locations of the heads are passed to the CNN in

order to perform the head detection training.

Figure 9 illustrates the details of the implemented CNN.
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Figure 9. Implementation of the proposed CNN model

In between the convolutional and the output layers, pooling layers, dense layers and flatten layers

are added in the implementation.

The main objective of the pooling layers is to remove unwanted filters from the neurons of the

convolutional layers in order to avoid overfit the network and furthermore, to summarize the

features from the generated feature maps. In this implementation, max pooling is used in order to

maximize the presence of the features in the feature map.

The objective of the flatten layer is to convert multidimensional output of the convolutional layer

to a single dimensional vector, which then is passed to the dense layer.

The objective of the dense layer is to classify the input image using the output returned from the

convolutional layer. Two dense layers are added in the implementation, one using a Relu

activation function and the other one using a sigmoid function. Relu function is used in order not

to activate all the neurons at the same time. Sigmoid function is used for binary classifications of

the features.

Figure 10 shows the descriptive view of the implemented CNN.
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Figure 10. Descriptive view of the CNN
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3.4 Bounding Box Algorithm

Figure 11. Structure of the Bounding Box Algorithm

The second section is the bounding box algorithm illustrated in Figure 11. Despite the fact that a

CNN provides a high accuracy in object detection, there are limitations including occlusion

occurring when objects are near in the image (Ilyas et al., 2020), (Gao et al., 2020). Therefore

using a CNN alone to estimate the count of an aerial image with dense crowds will not provide

an accurate count. To overcome this issue, the bounding box algorithm is introduced .

The implemented bounding box algorithm consists of two components, a bounding box algorithm

and non max suppression function. The images in the testing dataset are used for this.

The bounding box algorithm is performed as follows. The algorithm accepts three parameters, the

path of the image, the trained CNN and a reference variable which is initialized to zero, to store

the predicted count. Once the path is passed, the corresponding image is loaded. Then the loaded

image is passed to the trained CNN and using the CNN’s trained knowledge on head detection

using trained dataset, a base head classification is generated.

Using selective search segmentation, a search is performed to detect objects and the coordinates

of the detected objects is returned. Bounding boxes are drawn in the regions of the coordinates

which match with  the base prediction classified as heads. Then, these selected coordinates are

stored as an array of tuples and are passed to the non-max suppression function.
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The main usage of the non-max suppression function is to remove redundant boxes drawn by the

bounding box algorithm for the same head. When an object detection method for instance a

bounding box method is used, multiple boxes can be drawn around the same object. When

estimating the count, for this scenario, the same head could be counted more than one. Therefore,

the non-max suppression function is introduced to overcome this (Bhat, n.d.).

The non-max suppression function accepts two parameters, the array of bounding boxes and the

threshold value. The threshold value is defined as the maximum percentage of overlapping area

any of the two bounding boxes are allowed to share. This function calculates the overlapping

area of each bounding box and removes the boxes which have a value more than the provided

threshold.

After the non-max suppression function returns the filtered set of bounding boxes, for each box,

the reference variable value is increased by one.
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Figure 12. Input and Output Images through the model

Figure 12 contains two images in which, the right one is passed to the model and the and the left

one which is after the model processed the image.
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3.5  Implementation

The proposed solution is implemented using the following tools.

Keras

Keras is an open source neural network library written in Python programming language,

provided by Tensorflow. The predefined VGG-16 based model is loaded from Keras and the

output layer is modified to contain three Relu layers and one Sigmoid layer on which the output

of the input image is returned. Keras also provides the functionality to save a trained model and

load a saved trained model. Keras provides additional sub-libraries such as pre-processing. The

preprocessing library contains functions such as ImageDataGenerator which the proposed

solution used to generate a train-test split for the custom dataset provided and image_to_array

which the proposed solution used to convert a provided image to a number array with a given

shape (Team, n.d.) .

Scikit Learn

Scikit Learn is an open source library on machine learning written in Python programming

language. It provides various classification, regression and clustering algorithms. Accuracy

Score and Classification Matrix of this solution is generated using classification matrices

provided by Scikit Learn (“scikit-learn: machine learning in Python — scikit-learn 1.2.1

documentation,” n.d.).

OpenCV

OpenCV is an open source library used for real time computer vision operations. The proposed

solution used OpenCV within the bounding box algorithm. First the image located in the

provided input path of the algorithm is loaded through OpenCV. Then, Selective search

segmentation algorithm provided by OpenCV is performed to the loaded image. The Selective

search segmentation algorithm detects and returns the coordinates of all the objects in the loaded
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image. Additionally, the OpenCV rectangle function is used to draw the bounding boxes in the

loaded image from the coordinates classified as heads. The OpenCV imshow() function is used

to display the image with  the bounding boxes (Bradski and Kaehler, 2011).
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4. Evaluation and Results

4.1 Introduction

Evaluation will be performed under two categories. First category of the evaluation describes the

evaluation of the training process whereas the second category describes the results and findings

of the implemented model with a comparison of the ground truth count provided by the datasets.

Figure 13. Overview of the evaluation

Figure 13 illustrates the overview of the planned evaluation.
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4.2 Evaluating the Training Phase

Figure 14. Training Summary

The implemented CNN is trained on the training image set with more than 900 images for 10

epochs. At the end of the first epoch, CNN shows 0.1649 accuracy and a loss of 1.2 with 0.5914

validation accuracy and a validation loss of 0.0869. At the end of the rest of the epochs, accuracy

and the validation accuracy value increases above the previous epoch indicating the CNN is

training. From the fifth epoch, accuracy and the validation accuracy approaches to 1.0 and the

loss value decreases in every epoch. Figure 14 contains the training summary of the implemented

model.

In order to control overfitting during the training, EarlyStopping, ReduceLROnPlateau and

ModelCheckpoint callback functions are used. EarlyStopping function validates whether the loss

value is improved during the epochs. If loss value is not improved, it is assumed that the training

is complete and the training is finished. The ReduceLROnPlateau function monitors the

validation loss value and if it is not improving during the epochs, the learning rate is decreased
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by this function. The ModelCheckpoint function is used to save the weights generated by the

neurons in the CNN. Once these weights are saved, they can be loaded to the CNN directly to

perform the training.

Figure 15. CNN model Accuracy

Figure 15 shows the plotted training and validation accuracies with the number of epochs. At the

end of the first epoch, 0.1649 accuracy and 0.5914 validation accuracy were shown. The values

increased with the number of epochs and after the 4th epoch, the maximum accuracy reached.

Figure 16. CNN model  Loss
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Figure 16 shows CNN's loss variance with the number of epochs. At the end of the first epoch,

1.2 loss and 0.082 validation loss were shown. The values are reduced with the number of

epochs.

The Confusion Matrix presented in Figure 17, will be generated using predictions generated by

the datasets and the datasets used to train the neural network. Using the training dataset, the

feature matrix will be adjusted To lower the false negatives and false positives. Additionally, the

confusion matrix is used to measure the accuracy and sensitivity.

Figure 17. Confusion Matrix of the trained model
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4.3 Evaluating Results

For the evaluation, a portion of 20 images presented in Figure 18, taken from the testing dataset

was used.

Figure 18.  Testing Images Portion
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Table 3 is a summary of the expected and the actual counts of the selected portion.

Id Expected Count Actual Count

1 35 23

2 41 25

3 41 16

4 44 17

5 41 18

6 41 23

7 35 14

8 36 12

9 27 16

10 24 10

11 16 10

12 22 16

13 23 16

14 25 12

15 15 9

16 16 18

17 15 12

18 25 16

19 31 23

20 25 15

Table 3. Comparison of expected and actual count
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Table 4 presents the calculated classification accuracy and mean approximation for each image in
the test portion.

Id Classification Accuracy Mean Approximation Error

1 0.6571 0.3429

2 0.6097 0.3903

3 0.3903 0.6097

4 0.3463 0.6537

5 0.439 0.561

6 0.5609 0.4391

7 0.4 0.6

8 0.333 0.667

9 0.5925 0.4075

10 0.4167 0.5833

11 0.625 0.375

12 0.7272 0.2828

13 0.6956 0.3044

14 0.48 0.52

15 0.6 0.4

16 1.125 -0.875

17 0.8 0.2

18 0.64 0.36

19 0.7419 0.2581

20 0.6 0.4

Table 4. Count Evaluation
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Since both the total count as well as count of each image is provided in the datasets,

Classification Accuracy will be calculated for the count of the each image as well as for the total

Count to measure the accuracy of the count. Using training dataset, the feature matrix which is

passed to the hidden layer will be adjusted to get the accuracy above 90%.

(1)𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  𝑁𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠÷ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

Mean Approximation Error is also used to compare the similarity of the actual count with the

expected count provided by the dataset. If the MAE is closer to 0, then it is said that the actual

count is closer to the expected count.

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 −  𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ÷ 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 (2)

The above table represents the calculated classification accuracy and the mean approximation

errors of the selected portion.

4.3 Comparison with existing work

Jayaram (“Jayaram - I certify that this thesis does not incorporate wi.pdf,” n.d.) have shown a

mean approximation error of 0.152 for a CNN based solution for sparse crowd images taken

from high beam cameras. Alotaibi (Alotibi et al., 2019b) have shown a mean approximation error

of 0.06 for a VGG-16 CNN based solution for sparse crowd images. Tang (Tang et al., 2021) have

shown a mean approximation error of 0.07 a Density map estimation based solution on a dense

image dataset of 1500 images. Lian (Lian et al., 2019) have shown a mean approximation error

of 0.08 for a regression based solution for sparse crowd images. (Shao et al., 2018) have shown

a recall value of 0.9. Khan (Khan et al., 2021) have shown a mean approximation error of 0.08

for a cluster based crowd counting solution on sparse crowd images. These existing solutions are

tested on non aerial images whereas the proposed solution shows a mean approximation error of

0.35 and a classification accuracy of 0.65 for dense crowd aerial images where the head

detection is used..
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5 Conclusion

5.1 Conclusion

This thesis proposed a method which includes a bounding box regression method running on top

of a VGG-16 based CNN model to detect crowd and acquire the count from each image passed.

The CNN model is trained to detect the human heads from the provided aerial input image.

Bounding box regression method is used to draw bounding boxes of the locations which are

classified as human heads by the trained model. The purpose of this thesis is to provide a model

which improves the identified limitations of the current techniques for aerial related images. The

proposed solution is evaluated with a portion of 20 images and has shown a mean approximation

error of 0.35 and a classification accuracy of 0.65 for dense crowd aerial images.

5.2 Future Work

The current method uses a VGG-16 based convolutional neural network as the detection model

(More than 5 hours to train a 1200 amount of images in 5 epochs) . By using a larger

convolutional kernel and by reducing pre-implemented fully connected layers, training time will

be reduced.Bounding box algorithm implemented in the current method depends too much on the

base prediction made by the model. If the base prediction is incorrect, the returned count is also

incorrect. By improving the feature extraction in the training process and performing the

detection process of the convolutional neural network to the locations of the objects listed from

the image relying on the base prediction will be reduced. Bounding box algorithm implemented

in the current method shows the possibility of having a single box drawn capturing multiple

humans. In such cases, the prediction count is incorrect. By improving the detection process as

well as improving the threshold of the non max suppression algorithm, multiple objects captured

from one drawn box will be fixed.
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